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Tor is a privacy-enhancing tool to use the Internet privately and circumvent censorship.
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- **Epistemic Attacks**: Users with different views of the network can be distinguished by their relay selection.

**Tor’s Protection**: All clients to maintain an up-to-date consensus copy.

- **Route-Capture Attacks**: When an adversary can influence users’ relay selection.

**Tor’s Protection**: Clients verify relay responses using signing keys in the consensus.
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- **Maintains Tor’s Existing Security Model.** One variant has no change, the other a slight loosening of forward secrecy (for path selection, not content).

- **Immediate Performance Improvements.** Demonstrates improvements at networks the size of Tor today.

- **Generally Applicable.** Aspects of Walking Onions apply to network designs beyond Tor.
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Diagram showing relationships between various parts labeled as $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, $R_4$, $R_5$, and $R_6$. Connections and keys are indicated in the diagram.
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Diagram showing the connections between $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, $R_4$, $R_5$, and $R_6$. The diagram illustrates the telescoping effect in Walking Onions.
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- How to represent relay information to enable oblivious selection and individual verification?
- How to build paths using oblivious relay selection?
- How to perform more efficient circuit construction?
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\[ k \leftarrow DH(r_{\overline{5}}, \overline{s}_{\overline{5}}) \]

\[ r \leftarrow VRF_{\overline{5}}(DH(r_{\overline{5}}, \overline{s}_{\overline{5}})) \]
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\[ k' \leftarrow DH(\cdot, \cdot_3) \]
\[ r' \leftarrow VRF_{\cdot_3}(DH(\cdot', \cdot_3)) \]
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- The design of Tor today imposes impractical overheads to clients as the network scales.

- Walking Onions:
  - Removes the per-relay bandwidth and storage cost to clients
  - Offers the same security protections against epistemic and route capture attacks as prior designs that required a globally consistent view.

- Tor has already begun the specification work to integrate Walking Onions into the Tor protocol.

Find our paper and artifact at https://crysp.uwaterloo.ca/software/walkingonions